
Many Hands, One Heart, Sacred Love for All

Twenty Third Sunday After Pentecost
November 13, 2022

The Season of Creation
Stewardship Sunday Part 1

“Create a New Heaven”
Isaiah 65:17-25; 2 Thessalonians 3:6-13; Luke 21:5-19

We are creating hands in the text, the prophet voice for heaven and earth. The hands that create,
imagine, transform into the habitation, woven in relationship. We are being guided to the new heaven
and the new earth, the new vision this way. We seek the answer, the God word. The past will be past,
new things will be born.

We are creating hands, guided by the God hands, creating new heaven and new earth, by a new way
forward. The past will be the past, new things, the universe in the hand palm. The wolf and lamb shall
feed together. The God way, breaks in, turns the world upside down and outside in. Do not weary in
doing what is right. Reconnect, get back to work in the guide way. Christ will give us words and
wisdom for the unique path to action.

We are invited to be terrified, in the God promise, no head hair will perish. By endurance we gain our
souls, confident itn the sacred hands in the unique path to action.

Yes, there will be earthquakes, now we are commanded, not alone inflamed by the God spirit.
We are creating hands, in the new heaven earth, where the wolf and lamb shall feed together, do not
be weary of doing what is right. I will give you words and wisdom. By our endurance we will gain our
souls.

We hear the Christ promise in the word speak, word given, word heard in the testimony. Breathe
these words, endure now.

Finding wisdom on the path, Africa led the rise of the west. The word now is the new heaven and
earth in the spirit led action.

Create a new heaven. Be curious and count ourselves
As the people with compassion.
Then and now build a house, find meaning in the universe. Make sanctuary, this gives us an
opportunity to testify at the edge of contemplation.

We are creating hands, in the new heaven earth, where the wolf and lamb shall feed together, do not
be weary of doing what is right. I will give you words and wisdom.  By our endurance we will gain our
souls.



We find discovery on our planet at the front door of our homes.
We are creating hands - in the new earth
We are creating hands- in the wolf and lamb
We are creating hands- do what is right
We are creating hands- in the heart wisdom
We are creating hands- in the road of endurance
Beyond the accident universe we find the intentional call to love  A new heaven and a new earth.
Seek God’s will. Create a new heaven. Be the new heaven and the new earth.
We are creating hands.

Poem
A hand reached out from heaven, It strove to touch my head;
Then I was just eleven And I ducked and turned and fled.
When I grew up to seventeen I lost the light of day,
The sky of blue, the earth of green, And strayed into the gray.
The gray was pleasing for a while; The pleasures of twilight
Were serpents coiled with a smile To strike with lethal bite.
I groped to escape from the fang, I stumbled through the gloom,
Clutched at the celestial hand And saved me from my doom.
Tan Pratonix


